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Dear Colleagues and Friends,
My lecture will concentrate on the description of the present and future of worldwide Anti-criminal systems.
First, I would like to thank you for the opportunity to introduce to you the International Bodyguard and Security Services
Association, IBSSA.
IBSSA was established ten years ago by a group of professionals who came to the conclusion, that the most valuable and
needed future profession and business would be SECURITY.
Today IBSSA counts with hundreds of members, companies and individuals, from over eighty countries from all continents on
the globe.
The extreme growth of organized crime, terrorism and public insecurity gave great momentum to the need for private security
services, body-guarding and upgraded tremendously the Security industry worldwide. The need for private solutions gave
great development to IBSSA. The private security industry can provide answers that are often not given by government official
entities.
IBSSA recognized the future trend of privatisation of some of the traditional police and security work.
We are working strongly on using all possibilities to work in full cooperation with governmental security agencies, police,
gendarmerie, etc.
Within IBSSA there are companies that specialize in all matters connected to security such as – law enforcement, airport
security, air-marshals, anti terror units, body-guarding, physical security, professional staff screening, anti drug units,
communication, computer and net security, private police, private investigation, business espionage, money transfer, bank
security, investigation, security officers and more. We have our own training and educational centres worldwide. IBSSA is
advising, teaching, qualifying and creating professional standards, we are trading and cooperating with various wings of the
security industry.
Amongst our members are the leading companies of the industry in the fields of electronics, high tech and communication
systems, each specialized in various aspects of security.
IBSSA has several international training centres where we teach, train and educate in all subjects connected to the industry. We
have an elite bank of instructors to answer any special and specific need of any client.
IBSSA has a very professional Educational and Qualification Department, which grants services to both private and
governmental clients worldwide.
We believe that the future is in full professional cooperation between the governmental and private security entities for the
benefit of our society.
IBSSA gave advisory services; education and training to some of the world's best governmental Special Forces. We are
analysing and creating individual training programs for any specific needs. We are prepared to create the best professional
ground for cooperation with any professional organization governmental or private.
We regard our association as a platform to upgrade security and serve our society.
Thank you for your attention.
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